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Use Case: Climate disclosure and reporting

Use Case: Climate risk assessment

Case study:

Norway’s largest pension company KLP: 
how PACTA fits into their climate analysis
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PACTA methodology
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PACTA Use Cases

Climate decision 
making and strategy

Engagement 

Climate risk assessment

Climate disclosure and 
reporting
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Climate Risk Assessment Use Case2
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Climate risk assessment

“Climate risks could affect the economy and financial system through a range of different transmission channels.” NGFS, 2022.

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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Some examples of climate risk assessment approaches

Portfolio alignment: 

• Used for measuring the gap between existing portfolios and a portfolio consistent with a specific climate target or 
scenario. 

• According to the TCFD Portfolio Alignment Team report of October 2021:
• portfolio alignment is “ …the action of assessing the net-zero transition progress of the individual counterparties 

that make up a given financial portfolio, and determining whether or not, at an aggregate level, that group of 
counterparties are collectively Paris-aligned.”

• Portfolio alignment looks to answer the following question: 
• How does a portfolio compare with a climate goal and what needs to happen to ensure they align in the future? 
• This can be used as a tool to help inform an understanding of exposure to climate transition risk:

• alignment to climate goal negates the exposure to future transition risks
• misalignment to climate goals implies exposure to future transition risks

Source: Climate-related financial risks – measurement methodologies. BIS, April 2021.

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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Some examples of climate risk assessment approaches

Scenario analysis: Looks at what might happen should a given scenario or set of scenarios unfold?

Typically conducted in four steps:
1. Identify physical and transition risk scenarios
2. Link the impacts of scenarios to financial risks (e.g., solvency, liquidity)
3. Assess counterparty and/or sector sensitivities to those risks
4. Extrapolate the impacts of those sensitivities to calculate an aggregate measure of exposure and potential losses.

Whereas Stress testing and Sensitivity analysis look at what potential financial losses would a given portfolio be exposed to in 
the future and how might this vary under differing assumptions?

Stress testing: 

• A specific subset of scenario analysis, typically used to evaluate a financial institution’s near-term resiliency to economic 
shocks, often through a capital adequacy target. Two main types: 1) Macroprudential, and 2) Microprudential

Sensitivity analysis: 

• Also a specific subset of scenario analysis that is used to evaluate the effect of a specific variable on economic outcomes. In 
these analyses, one parameter is altered across multiple scenario runs to observe the range of scenario outputs that result 
from changes in that parameter.

Source: Climate-related financial risks – measurement methodologies. BIS, April 2021.

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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The relevance of (climate) scenarios in climate risk assessments

Scenario:

A plausible description of how the future may
develop based on a coherent and internally
consistent set of assumptions about hey driving
forces (e.g., rate of technological change, prices)
and relationships. (IPCC, 2022)

In the realm of climate change…

Climate change mitigation and transition
scenarios (decarbonization scenarios) provide one
possible pathway for the technology deployment
and /or carbon emission that one or multiple
sectors and the economy as a whole may follow to
reach a targeted goal.

10 MW

7 MW

5 MW

+

Year = 2022
Temp = +1°C (above 

preindustrial rev)

Year = 2050
Temp = 2°C (above 
preindustrial rev)
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PACTA selected scenarios 

The International Energy Agency (IEA):
• WEO
• ETP

The European Commission’s Joint 
Research Centre (JRC):
• GECO

The Institute for Sustainable Futures 
(ISF):
• NZAOA

The Inevitable Policy 
Response (IPR) 
Forecast Policy 
Scenario (FPS)

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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IPR FPS

The IPR provides a forecast acceleration of policy responses to climate change, under the premise that governments will 
be forced to act more decisively than they have thus far, leaving financial portfolios exposed to significant transition risk.

The FPS is the scenario that lays out the major climate policies that are likely to be implemented in the 2020’s and 
quantifies the impact of this response on the real economy and various sectors.

The growing odds of a late and disorderly transition The top 3 Global Risks by Severity

Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey 2021-2022
Global circumstances

Opportunity to 
accelerate the 

transition

Regulation and commitment

Source: Not too late – Confronting the growing odds of a late and disorderly transition, NGFS September 2022
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PACTA Transition Disruption Metric

The TDM helps investors prepare for 
potential portfolio disruption 
stemming from risks associated with 
a disorderly transition to a low-
carbon economy.

It indicates the degree of potential 
portfolio disruption under the 
Inevitable Policy Response’s (IPR) 
new Forecast Policy Scenario (FPS), 
going out to 2030.Portfolio

Sectors

Full mitigation (0): The 
portfolio has fully mitigated the 

FPS transition disruption by 
2030.

Managed mitigation (from 0 to 
1): The portfolio is ahead or on 
track (when the value is 1) to 

fully mitigate the FPS transition 
disruption by 2030. 

Managed disruption (1 to 1.5): 
The portfolio has not fully 

mitigated the FPS transition 
disruption by 2030, but the 
residual disruption can be 

‘managed’. 

Unmanaged or high disruption (over 1.5): Increased unmanaged 
or high disruption, where the portfolio significantly lags in the 

mitigation of the FPS transition disruption by 2030. The 
acceleration of the pace of the capital stock evolution must be 

much higher than in the first five years.

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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Examples

The European Central Bank (ECB) cites the use of PACTA amongst other methodologies in it “non-exhaustive list of 
examples of tasks performed by the risk management function” in the “Walking the talk” report – here. 

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ssm.thematicreviewcerreport112022~2eb322a79c.en.pdf?25fcb44be2443e30f9dd0ab68c0a7d84
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Climate disclosure and reporting

There are different reasons as to why an FI would report and disclosure its climate positioning (some 
examples given):

• Regulatory reasons:

• Communicating risk and opportunities: 

• Transparency and accountability on climate position: Sustainability reports

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation

EU taxonomy Regulation

SFDR

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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How can PACTA help in reporting and disclosing – Regulatory requirements

• Whereas PACTA in itself is never likely to directly meet 
regulatory requirements, it can be useful in understanding 
and contributing to them.

• Note that the TCFD (see next slide) is now a regulatory 
requirement for UK Fis.

• The PACTA approach aligns with elements of the “Swiss 
Climate Scores” (currently voluntary).

Source: State Secretariat for International Finance SIF –Swiss Climate scores – here

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
https://www.sif.admin.ch/sif/en/home/swiss-climate-scores/brief-summary.html
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How can PACTA help in reporting and disclosing – TCFD requirements 

The core elements of disclosures

Source: Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, June 2017

PACTA COP Survey:
• Engagement
• Climate initiatives
• Commitment

PACTA climate 
alignment metrics:
• Volume trajectory
• Technology mixPACTA data inputs for:

• Climate stress testing
• Sensitivity analyses

PACTA as a portfolio 
alignment and scenario 

analysis methodology and 
tool

“Given the importance of forward-looking assessments of climate-related risk the TCFD believes that scenario analysis 
is an important and useful tool for an organization to use…” 

TCFD, The Use of Scenario Analysis in disclosure of Climate-related Risks and Opportunities

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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How can PACTA help in reporting and disclosing – Sustainability reports 

Portfolio alignment (PACTA) can be an effective way to communicate on climate positioning via sustainability reports.

CIMB ING BNP Paribas 

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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Why is PACTA good for reporting and disclosure?

PACTA’s sectoral approach helps to communicate accurately in a disaggregated way:
• Demonstrating risks and opportunities per sector
• Aggregation at the portfolio level can lead to details being obscured
However, PACTA is limited…
• to the PACTA sectors and… 
• can be harder to communicate to certain audiences

PACTA is forward looking:
• Allowing a FI to communicate what their alignment looks like in the future assuming all remains constant
However, PACTA is limited…
• In that it doesn’t show your alignment today

PACTA is free and open-source methodology and tool:
• with no commitments required. i.e., you are not bound by the results of PACTA in any way
• It is not a black box – meaning stakeholders can see the methodology
• the scenarios used are provided by international recognized 3rd parties

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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Why is PACTA good for reporting and disclosure – Data?

Comparable data points:

• As PACTA is based on production values it does not suffer form inconsistencies in carbon accounting methodologies

• PACTA does not use estimates or proxies to fill in data gaps

Consistent data points:

• As PACTA is based on production values the alignment between yearly assessments will not variety based on market 
price fluctuations

PACTA is forward looking helping it to be decision useful:

• As PACTA shows where the alignment will be in 5 years as appose to where it is today. It gives decision useful insight 
to stakeholders on what is and what needs to happen from a climate alignment perspective

Source: Centre for Climate-Aligned Finance, RMI 2022

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
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KLP’s approach to Net Zero and how we use PACTA 





This is KLP
• Established by the municipalities in 1949 to secure pensions within a strong community

• Norway's largest pension company and expert on public-sector occupational pensions

• Manages USD 91 billion in pension assets for the Norwegian local government and healthcare 
sector

• Owned by municipalities, companies affiliated to the public sector and health enterprises



www.klp.no/en/climate



IPCC’s global carbon emission pathway is the 
foundation for KLP’s Net Zero target 
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1,5-degrees scenario

But what does this mean?

How to know if an oil company is 
aligned with this pathway?

How about an IT company?

Can we use (EU) taxonomy data? But 
it’s not here yet…

But what about the investments 
which we don’t know so much about 
(from a climate perspective) yet?



An indicator which facilitates different approaches to 
measuring different sectors with regards to alignment. 

Able to adapt to new and improved methods and data

Sector by sector focus: Should incentivise decarbonising 
companies, not divesting from the sectors where 

decarbonisation is the most needed

Punishes lack of data, and incentivises more and better 
climate data

Introducing the Paris Alignment Percentage

Moving in the wrong direction or no basis 
for evaluation

Net zero or doing (more than) it’s share 
towards net-zero in 2050

0% 100%



Investments that are aligned 
with the goals in the Paris 
Agreement – Net zero, or 
nearly net zero emissions

100% Paris aligned

Emissions intensive sectors 
where KLP can use scientifically 
based pathways to measure 
alignment

0-100% Paris aligned

Sectors where KLP relies on 
best-in-class approaches to 
measure alignment

(Reduction in carbon intensity 
and Implied Temperature Rise 
(CDP/WWF)

0-100% Paris aligned

In cases where KLP does not 
have enough data, or there 
exists no feasible method of 

estimating Paris alignment, we 
penalize these investments 

with a worst-case result

0% Paris aligned

Input for KLP’s total Paris Alignment Percentage

Aligned investments High emission sectors Remaining investments No data



Climate risk Climate responsibility

PACTA

KLP’s use of PACTA methodology
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Sectoral Decarbonization Approach
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Sectoral Decarbonization Approach
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PACTA’s data provider (Asset Resolution) has data on 
companies’ carbon intensity (Here: Emissions over some 
production, e.g. tonnes CO2e/Tonnes steel)
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Sectoral Decarbonization Approach
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These companies are then weighted by their market value in KLP’s portfolio to find 
KLP’s weighted average carbon intensity for that sector
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Sectoral Decarbonization Approach
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The scenarios provide the pathway which 
describes where the intensity should be in 
a given year
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Sectoral Decarbonization Approach
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Steel companies – aligned, but not for very long

What does the EU taxonomy say?
i. hot metal = 1,331
ii. sintered ore = 0,163
iii. coke (excluding lignite coke) =0,144
iv. iron casting = 0,299
v. electric Arc Furnace (EAF) high alloy steel = 0,266
vi. electric Arc Furnace (EAF) carbon steel = 0,209
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Market Share Approach
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Market Share Approach
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Asset Resolution gives us data on companies’ 
current and planned production of some 
technology
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Market Share Approach
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the companies’ future climate aligned production 
of the same technologies
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Market Share Approach
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Versions are created for each 
company, and weighted by the 
companies’ market value in 
KLP’s portfolio to create a 
version representing KLP
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Measuring KLP’s PAP using Market Share Approach
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green technologies, and below the scenario for fossil 
based technologies
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Oil and gas – Too much planned oil production, just about 
right with regards to gas
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Sector Method
Paris Alignment 

Percentage

Steel SDA 100,0 %

Airlines SDA 100,0 %

Cement SDA 100,0 %

Oil and gas MSA 87,6 %

Energy production MSA 77,9 %

Car manufacturers MSA 64,5 %

Summary of alignment calculations
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Food for thought and consideration



Being 100% green isn’t enough for the Market Share Approach
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d This is the scenario production of green cars for a 
fully electric car manufacturer. Note the incline.
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There isn’t just one path to net zero, and that is 
an issue

Several developers of scenarios
- International Energy Agency (IEA)
- One Earth Climate Model (OECM)
- Network for Greening the Financial 

System (NGFS)
- To name a few…

Variations over
- Technology optimism
- Carbon capture and sequestration
- Differentiated responsibilities
- Carbon pricing
- Intention (risk or alignment)
- To name a few…
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KLP uses the IEA Net Zero 2050 scenario for 
alignment consierations

Important elements for this choice
• Consistency across the sector

• The European Banking Authority demands use of 
the IEA NZ 2050

• Is updated yearly
• Covers the most important sectors
• Has a good scientifically based foundation

But in the end, the general direction is the most 
important one, and all arrows point in the same 

direction: We need decarbonisation



Per Kristian Gilleshammer
ESG Analyst
pkg@klp.no
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Closing remarks

• PACTA, is an approach to measuring climate portfolio alignment

• PACTA is predicated on decision useful data points
• with the intention of supporting financial institutions in better understand climate change risk and opportunities…
• to inform their decision making and strategy processes…
• In such a way to steer investments towards decarbonization in the real economy. 

• It is a free and open-source methodology and supporting tool 

• The case studies presented in this webinar series are only two examples of how PACTA results can be turned into practical actions

• PACTA is constantly iterating, improving and expanding its scope

• This webinar series is publicly available, via the SIP website here, covering: 
1. The PACTA methodology,
2. PACTA practical implementation – the online tool,
3. PACTA and the use case of “design investment strategies and inform investor engagements” SURA and CA100+ Case Studies 
4. PACTA and the use case of “climate risk assessment and climate disclosure and reporting” KLP Case Study

http://www.ukpact.co.uk/
https://www.sip-my.com/category/events/
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